Abstract. In this paper, we prove the convergence of the multilevel iterative method for solving linear equations that arise from elliptic partial differential equations. Our theory is presented entirely in terms of the generalized condition number K of the matrix A and the smoothing matrix B. This leads to a completely algebraic analysis of the method as an iterative technique for solving linear equations; the properties of the elliptic equation and discretization procedure enter only when we seek to estimate K, just as in the case of most standard iterative methods. Here we consider the fundamental two-level iteration, and the V and W cycles of the j-level iteration (j> 2). We prove that the V and W cycles converge even when only one smoothing iteration is used. We present several examples of the computation of using both Fourier analysis and standard finite element techniques. We compare the predictions of our theorems with the actual rate of convergence. Our analysis also shows that accelerated iterative methods, both fixed (Chebyshev) and adaptive (conjugate gradients and conjugate residuals), are effective as smoothing procedures.
It has often been remarked that there is a substantial gap between theory and practice in multilevel methods [8] because the constants in the proof are much too pessimistic. As we show by example in 3, sharp estimates for K lead to sharp or reasonably sharp estimates of the rate of convergence, just as in the case of standard iterative methods. It is interesting to note that for small values of the number of smoothing iterations m, the rate of convergence predicted by our analysis in Theorem 4 is bounded by ((K-1)/) '. The number (-1)/: is similar to the "smoothing rate" often used to predict the rate of convergence of the multilevel method [9] . Smoothing rates are computed by (generally nonrigorous) techniques, sometimes involving Fourier analysis, in which the effect of the smoothing procedure is estimated on a certain subspace. Our analysis suggests that when this subspace is close to the right one, then such techniques can lead to useful estimates of the convergence rates, at least for small values of m.
Finally, our analysis shows that adaptive iterative methods (e.g., preconditioned conjugate gradients) are effective as smoothing procedures. Unlike the analysis of Axelsson and Gustafsson [3] and Kettler and Meijerink 18] , we use conjugate gradients as a smoother to multigrid. In their analysis, multigrid is used as a preconditioner to conjugate gradients. The use of acceleration techniques in the smoothing iteration essentially squares the rate of convergence (for large rn). The added cost of conjugate gradient acceleration may not be cost effective for problems with smooth solutions on a sequence of uniform grids, since only a modest reduction in the error on any step is required. It is usually not hard to devise smoothing procedures to achieve that in this case. However, if the coefficients of the partial differential equation and the solution are rough and the grids are irregular and not uniformly refined, finding a simple but effective smoothing procedure may be considerably more difficult. Here, conjugate gradient acceleration can pay off handsomely since its adaptive nature allows it to compensate to some extent for the shortcomings of the basic smoothing procedure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in 2 we define and analyze the multilevel iteration. Here we consider the fundamental two-level iteration, and the V and W cycles of the j-level iteration (j > 2). Our analysis of the V cycle was inspired by the recent paper of Braess and Hackbusch [7] . In 3 There are two main components of Algorithm MG when j> l" smoothing and coarse grid correction. We will present our discussion of these topics using both inner product and matrix notation. The former is more convenient for our proofs while the latter is useful for clarifying details of the implementation.
Let each space j have a computational basis {)k (when required, we will add a superscript j to denote the level, e.g., b(kJ)). Define and G, g(b,). The stiffness matrix A is symmetric, positive, and usually sparse. Equation (1) [4] , [5] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [15] , [19] . The accelerated case will be considered in 4.
Consider N cq, we see from (1) and (4) If e z-z , then (5) can be written as (6) a(e 8, v) 0 for all v j_.
6 is the orthogonal projection of the error from to _ with respect to the a(., inner product. We define the coarse grid correction by (7) (e)=e-6=z-(.+6). If (5) In particular, the smoothing iteration must effectively damp out the components of the error that cannot be approximated in -l, i.e., those elements in -_. In other words, the notions of "smooth" and "rough" from the standpoints of smoothing and coarse grid corrections must coincide to a great extent.
In our analysis, the function f(a,/3)= afl(a+fl)-(+, a,/3>0, will play an important role. In Lemma 2, we summarize some of its properties:
We also need the following norm bound: LEMMA 3. Assume there exist constants K >_-and a > 0 such that for some u ,
Illulll,---< / lllulll. IIlr(e)lll: a((e), c(3))= a(CC(g), c()-X)= a(C(7), 7)
--< IIl(e)lll,-,lll elll,+, --< ,,:'/:111 ( ,)111" I I I elll,+,.
Taking square roots and substituting into (10) gives us
IIlr(e)lll -< r/2f(m12, /2)lllvlll.
Using an eigenvector expansion of (3) Proo From (6) and (7) we know that a((v), X)=0 for all X e ;- (14) III. III,+/111 ulll { -II1'/=( u)lll=/IIIuII1=} /=.
Proo The proof of both (13) and (14) 3. Examples. In this section, we give estimates for the constant of the theorems of the previous section for three model problems. The first two are constant coefficient problems. Due to their simplicity, we can compute exactly for these problems. The third is a linear second order variable coefficient self adjoint problem in a general closed domain in t 2. The estimate of K given for this problem is not as sharp as for those of the first two problems.
The first two examples are Poisson's equation in one and two dimensions: (16) -u"=f in f (0, 1), (17) -Au=f in f (0, 1) x(0, 1), u =0 on 0. Setting = (f), where o is the usual Sobolev space whose functions satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the weak forms of (16) and (17) As a smoother, we use the damped Jacobi scheme
Bj 4hflL
We can obtain the same matrix problem using central finite differences on the same mesh [20] .
While we do not advocate using a multigrid algorithm to solve this problem, it is of theoretical interest because it can be completely analyzed. The eigenvalues {Ai} and eigenveetors {qi} are A,=2hj-(1-cos (izrh)) and (q,)k=(2hj) 1/2 sin (k'trihj). xe [O,l] The part of the two-dimensional invariant subspace corresponding to -1 is Span ([ Now consider the two-dimensional Poisson equation (17) . This is a problem which we do advocate using a multigrid algorithm to solve. We discretize this problem by either central finite differences on a uniform mesh or by finite elements on a uniform triangulation using C O piecewise linear polynomials and the usual nodal basis functions.
In either case, the matrices Aj are block tridiagonal [20] :
where T [-1, 4, -1 is tridiagonal. As a smoother, we use the damped Jacobi scheme
B=8L
Analogous to the one-dimensional case, the problem can be reduced to the study of 4 4 matrices. We note that for <-m <-7, the V Cycle Theorem 7 estimates a faster convergence rate than the W Cycle Theorem 5. The ratio y/p reaches its maximum at m 5 and then decreases to its asymptotic limit (4+ 2x/)/5-1.37. We discretize (18) (20) inf IIv-xllo/ hllv-xIl--< C3h/lloll,/, xetj where C3 C (fl, T). To prove the existence of K, we will bound Illvl[I,-, v L,, for a (0, 1] as given by (19) . First note that by (21) , (22) To vll,---< c=cc4 h_,lllvlll.
Combining with (22) and using h_l 2h gives us (23) IIIvlll,-<--(2"c2cc). IIIvlll and the corresponding estimate (24) r, =2'C2C3C].
An estimate like (23) is the heart of many multigrid convergence proofs. The bound is of the "right" form, but the constant is usually rather pessimistic.
4. Acceleration. In this section, we investigate the effect accelerating the smoothing scheme has on the overall convergence rate. In particular, we consider the Chebyshev, conjugate gradient, and conjugate residual schemes as smoothers and compare the convergence rates of Algorithm MG using these smoothers with the rates proven in 2.
We want to take some initial guess Zo to a final guess Zm 5e,,(Zo) j by replacing m steps of (4) In most situations the object of Algorithm MG is to reduce the error by a factor of 4-10. Usually m and the number of iterations r of MG is small, e.g., between and 4 each. By accelerating the smoothing iteration it may be possible to reduce the number of smoothing iterations or correction cycles required to achieve the desired error reduction. Even if the number is reduced by or 2, this may be a substantial portion of the total work.
A related issue is whether a fixed sequence {r,} should be used or an adaptive acceleration scheme like either conjugate gradients or conjugate residuals. One worry is that an adaptive scheme might waste time reducing "smooth" components of the error and be ill suited to the specialized requirements of a smoothing iteration. Quite the contrary, these schemes have been found to be quite robust and cost effective.
We end this section by estimating the convergence rate when either the conjugate residual or conjugate gradient algorithm is used as a smoother. Combining the last two inequalities gives the result for conjugate residuals.
QED
The corresponding theorem for conjugate gradients is probably not optimal, however. For conjugate gradients, the left-hand side of (26) 
